Abstract
Introduction
The International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS) is a useful tool approved by the World Health Organisation and the American Urological Association to measure the severity of lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS). Although commonly used in urological practice, the IPSS has faced many challenges in terms of its usage in developing countries. In our setting, most patients presenting with this condition are elderly patients with a low literacy level. Given this background, the IPSS could be time consuming and difficult to administer to such patients and it may lead to additional costs to the services.
Objectives
The objective of this study was to compare the accuracy of a Single Question Nocturia Score (SQNS) with the IPSS in evaluation of lower urinary tracts symptoms in men with Benign prostatic hyperplasia(BPH).
Methods
The study was designed as a cross-sectional study using researcher-administered IPSS and SQNS questionnaires. The sensitivity, specificity, and correlation coefficient were used to compare the results obtained. Sensitivity was defined as the ability of the SQNS to detect severe-to-moderate symptoms, whereas specificity was defined as the ability of the SQNS to detect mild-to-no symptoms. 
Introduction
The International Prostate Symptom Score (IPSS) was introduced in 1992 [1, 2] . The IPSS score has not been widely used in Africa owing to several factors including the availability of fewer specialists, short patient contact time, low literacy levels and visual problems in elderly patients, which prevents easy administration of the IPSS questionnaire [3, 4] . The IPSS has been shown to be a highly sensitive and specific tool, with studies showing that these range from 55 to 75% [5, 6] . Although widely used in routine Urology outpatient settings in developed countries, its use has been associated with several challenges, and the IPSS has required modifications to make it more sensitive, patient-friendly, and easier to administer. The IPSS has been translated into several languages to make it easier for non-English speaking patients to use [6, 7] . Recent studies have shown that removal of 3 items from the IPSS score, which were then incorporated into a UWIN (Urgency, Weak Stream, Incomplete emptying and Nocturia) score produced good results, and this was more acceptable to patients [8] .
The objective of this study was to compare the accuracy of a Single Question Nocturia Score(SQNS) against the gold standard IPSS for the assessment of LUTS.
Methods
The study was performed at the Ndola Teaching Hospital Urology Outpatient Clinic. The definition of a patient was any patient aged ! 50 years with clinical evidence of BPH and evidence of LUTS attributable to BPH. Exclusion criteria were: patients with urethral stricture and neurogenic bladder (identified after careful history and physical examination), and those with complications of BPH.
The study tools used were the standard IPSS and a SQNS (in English), which were administered to patients by researchers. Words that the patient found difficult to understand were explained in the local language. The SQNS questionnaire comprised the 'Nocturia' question that was separated from the standard IPSS questionnaire and administered independently to all patients. The SQNS question was administered in the same manner as it was framed in the IPSS questionnaire. For the purpose of validation, the IPSS and SQNS were initially pre-tested in patients aged ! 50 years visiting the hospital for any other reason other than BPH.
Both, the IPSS and SQNS were administered to the patient at the same sitting by the same researcher. The IPSS was always administered prior to the administration of the SQNS. Our study was performed between October 2016 and March 2017(6months period).
The sample size was calculated at a confidence of 95%, with a prevalence of 85% for clinic attendance for BPH patients. With an expected total clinic attendance of 960 over the study period, the sample size was computed at 163.
The study was approved by the Ethics Review Board of our hospital. Prior to recruitment, we ensured that all patients included in the study had provided appropriate informed consent. A research questionnaire was administered to each patient to obtain all vital epidemiological data from the patient. Because these tools were administered by a researcher (provider), the literacy levels of the patients and time taken to complete the questionnaire were not recorded.
The total score obtained with each tool was recorded for each patient and the patients' total scores were grouped into mild and moderate-to-severe. With regard to the IPSS, all scores 7were grouped as mild, whereas all scores ! 8 were grouped as moderate-to-severe 1 . For SQNS, the score was grouped as mild if the score was 2 whereas any score of ! 3 was grouped as moderate to severe. The maximum score for the SQNS was 5. The data were coded and then entered into the Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 20 (SPSS v20) software with double entry verification. Sensitivity was defined as the ability of the SQNS to show moderate and severe LUTS when compared to the IPSS. Specificity was defined as the ability of the SQNS to show mild LUTS when compared to the IPSS. These ratios were computed as percentages. The correlation coefficient was computed to numerically represent the extent and 
Result
We recruited 165 patients; however, 3 were excluded due to non-availability of complete datathe age and a few components of the IPSS data were missing in these patients. Thus, 162 patients with a complete data set were included in the study. The age range was between 50 and 88 years with a mean age of 66.7 (standard deviation [SD] ± 8.97 years). This is shown in the bar graph in Fig 1. The results of Sensitivity and Specificity of the Single Question Nocturia Score is shown. in Fig 2. In Fig 3, a Scatterplot graph is used to show the correlation of SQNS and IPSS.
Discussion
The IPSS results shown in this study, which evaluated the pattern of LUTS in BPH, is similar to other studies in Africa [3, 4, 5] . Ogwuche et al. studied the administration of IPPS in BPH. This study recruited 70 patients in Jos, Nigeria, and reported that the mean age of patients was 63 years at the time of presentation and most patients (59%) in their study showed moderate symptoms, whereas in our study most patients (53%) demonstrated mild symptoms. The low literacy levels in Africa have been shown to be a challenge for health care services in Africa [6] . In our study, this was offset by the researchers administering the questionnaire. The sustainability of this in a busy clinical setting would pose a major challenge [7, 8] . Some researchers in developing countries have reported that the IPSS is difficult to use in developing countries, given the visual impairment and literacy levels in the target population [9, 10, 11] . However, Cams et al, have shown the usefulness of separating the individual questions and administering them independently. Also, Cams et al have shown that bothersome symptom when used alone, increase sensitivity of the tool by approximately 90% [12, 13] . In a study assessing nocturia in patients diagnosed with BPH, Yoshimura et al. showed that nocturia is one of the most bothersome symptoms that patients easily recall. This symptom therefore lends itself to being used easily as a valid tool for the assessment of the severity of symptoms and the response to treatment [14] .
To the best of the authors' knowledge, this study was the first hospital based study to use a Single Question Nocturia Score(SQNS) in the assessment of LUTS. The findings of the current study show that the SQNS can be used in a low-resource setting to assess severity of men with LUTS due to BPH. There was a high sensitivity of 87% and a high specificity of 91% with the use of SQNS in this study; hence, SQNS can be used to assess severity of LUTS in patients with BPH. The high predictive value of 89% shows its accuracy in identifying the severity of symptoms which may be helpful in assessing LUTS from BPH in a busy Urology outpatient setting. The positive correlation coefficient of 0.74 suggests that it may be useful as an additional tool in outpatient clinics in Africa, or in other developing countries, with a limited human resources and facilities.
In conclusion, we recommend that the SQNS may serve as an accurate and convenient user-friendly tool in the management of BPH patients in high-volume low-resource settings.
Limitations: The questionnaires for the IPSS and SQNS in this study were administered at the same time. This may be a source of bias in the study.
Supporting information S1 Dataset. IPSS data collection anonymized.xlsx. This is the study data in excel spread sheet without identifiers. 
